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L'issue du fit de qualification pour le tournoi nationwide qui oppose les équipes Slam Dunk,
Tome 21 (Slam Dunk #21) Shôhoku et Ryônan est incertain, Mitsui venant de s'effondrer. Les
deux équipes ne sont plus qu'à un element d'écart, mais Sakuragi ne s'avoue pas vaincu et les
mène à l. a. victoire.
okay... so im giving this complete sequence Slam Dunk, Tome 21 (Slam Dunk #21) five stars,
Slam Dunk, Tome 21 (Slam Dunk #21) now not for it really is literary content material (it is
manga afterall!) yet for the nostalgia it brings me and its humor. i learn this entire sequence
because it used to be being released again within the early-mid 90s, while i used to be in junior
excessive and excessive school. I learn the korean translation because it was once an
important hit in korea on the time. i have in mind going to the neighborhood book place each
Slam Dunk, Tome 21 (Slam Dunk #21) months for the recent copy. the girl on the book shop
continuously kept one for me. in the course of my final journey again domestic to korea, i
attempted to convey again the entire set (i pressured my mom and dad to not throw them away)
yet couldnt healthy it in my luggage. i in simple terms introduced again books 1-3 and browse all
of them in a single evening. mother is meant to mail the remainder to me and i am eagerly
looking ahead to them. im uncertain if this sequence is translated in english and honestly, im
uncertain if it'll translate good (lost in translation is going either ways) yet i actually loved this
sequence as a child and thus far books 1-3 have held up for me and that i cant wait to re-read
all 35 books.
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